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Session 1 
Deliberating New Media: creating alternative politics in the Middle East and Africa? 
Activists and researchers debate the interaction between technology and communication for political change. 
Speakers: Amy Saunderson-Meyer (Freedom Fone), Herman Wasserman (Rhodes University), Firoze Manji 
(Pambazuka News) 
Chair: Sharath Srinivasan and Anne Alexander 
The panel began by discussing our conception of ICTs. Firoze Manji defined the useful distinction between “New 
Technologies” and “New Media.” The former concept emphasises ICTs’ functionality as a tool for communication. 
From this perspective, we can view the spread of internet and mobile phones as increasing the social networking 
capacities of individuals. Like their ‘old media’ predecessors, new ICTs have provided additional tools for people 
to connect with one another and establish social relations. The latter, “New Media”, is frequently associated with 
a perspective which assumes there is something emancipatory about these technologies, and that this expansion 
of mass communications empowers individuals to break free from the shackles of state oppression or human 
rights abuses. As Amy Saunderson-Meyer discussed, in heavily censored states like Zimbabwe, new media have 
provided alternative channels for expression, debate, and mobilisation that is far more difficult for authorities to 
obstruct than ‘old media’. We have seen digital activism emerge across continents. Citizens have used new 
social media tools such as Facebook and Twitter to mobilize protests and collective action. 
Optimistic celebration of the emancipatory potential of “New Media”, has, however, often obscured the repressive 
uses of new ICTs. In the flurry of activity that followed the 2007 Kenyan elections, the same technologies that 
helped mobilize protest, particularly SMS text messaging, were used for inflaming ethnic tensions and 
encouraging civil violence. Herman Wasserman emphasised the need to view new media as an “amplifier,” that 
contributes to politics in ways more subtle and multi-dimensional than was recognised by the utopian doctrines 
expounded during the 1990s. 
The discussion also explored the technological focus of much writing about new media, and the consequent 
devaluation of human agency. What is exciting about new ICTs is how activists can deploy them for positive ends 
rather than the technology itself. But public attention often has a bias towards celebrating the technology in cases 
like the crowd-mapping programme Ushahidi, rather than the network of people driving it. 
Finally, the panel addressed the online/offline debate and the need for deeper consideration of the relationship 
between digital and real-life activism. At Kubatana, Amy Saunderson-Meyer described the challenges of 
translating new media activity into activism on the ground, commenting that there remains a vast difference 
between the numbers of those who receive information and those who are prepared to act on it. 
Session 2 
Mediating conflict and dissent 
Herman Wasserman (Rhodes University), “Of glasses half full: exploratory notes towards the role of new media 
technologies in democratic politics in South Africa”
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Nduku Otiono (University of Alberta), “From Urban Sphere to Cyber Space: New Media, Citizen Journalism and 
the Role of ‘Sahara Reporters’ in Nigeria’s Political Struggle”
Adi Kuntsman (University of Manchester) and Rebecca Stein (Duke University), “Another War Zone: Digital 
Media and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict”
Chair: Devon Curtis (University of Cambridge)
In the South African context, despite structural impositions, the dominant view of the role new media technologies 
can play is an optimistic one associated with progressive left politics; the dissemination of views, the creation of 
virtual public spheres, and tools of mobilization. Wasserman argued, we have to take a wide lens approach when 
combing through the use of new ICTs, for democratic media ethics. There are important political dimensions to 
the increase in the internet phenomenon of “mash ups” and satirical websites like ZAnews. These are less 
conventional, but still significant cases of how the internet has provided a space for alternative political voices 
outside the restrictions of state-owned or commercial media.  
Alongside these benevolent dimensions, he explored how the same spaces are being utilized to spread the views 
of the extreme right in South Africa. In the same way that old ICTs like radio have been harnessed by coercive or 
violent forces, Facebook groups have been set up to display racist attitudes. The free and open space new ICTs 
offer amplifies dissenting voices; the latter require closer attention in the South African context, whose particularly 
long history of racial conflict and material inequality makes the virtual public spheres a potent force.  
Nduku Otiono explored the capacity for the internet to provide an alternate public space to voice dissent and 
stories through the case of the online newspaper Sahara Reporters, which has a strong presence in the Nigerian 
cyber sphere. He argued that the forum for citizen reporting lends its weight to the struggle to establish a corrupt-
free press and political culture by providing real time reports at the grass roots level of society. Street stories and 
street narrative culture voiced through Sahara Reporters was a key site of political and social agency, as well 
helping to re-define the agenda setting role of the mainstream media. 
However, Sahara Reporters has not been left unscathed in its fight against state corruption, experiencing a 
number of cyber attacks from government agents. It is a case that clearly illustrates the dynamic struggle 
between citizens and the repressive state in the arena of new media.  
In the case of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, Adi Kuntsman considered digital media as a new war zone. A new 
set of struggles between state forces and local populations (Israel, Palestine, and global) that sit alongside and 
interact with warfare on the ground. 
The Israeli government has increasingly invested in digital media, recognising its role and significance in the 
conflict. It set up a specialised agency in 2000 when, following the break down of peace talks at Camp David, 
hackers left hate-speech, pornography, and other marks on government websites. 
Cyber warfare is a multi-dimensional phenomenon encompassing hackers’ battles over website content, Twitter 
feeds, and cellular wars. That contemporary warfare has been extended to cyberspace is by now a truism. Web 
2.0 technologies have increasingly turned the Internet into a digital battlefield. States combine conventional 
operations with disinformation and propaganda disseminated via blogs and YouTube; non-state actors retaliate 
with online narratives of their own; hackers who back the states or the non-state actors target the enemy’s 
websites for cyber-attack. 
Cyber warfare can also be seen as an aspect of the conflicts that take place on the ground. Phones, particularly 
cell phones, played an instrumental role in the Gaza offensive. ‘Following the IDF’s experience in 2006, Israeli 
soldiers were asked to surrender their cell phones before entering the Strip in an effort to prevent security 
breaches in the form of illicit calls, tweets or photographs.’ After Operation Cast Lead, as reported by the Israeli 
Left media, many military personnel discovered that their phones had been bugged by security services, as a 
means of preventing incriminating comments to the press. 
Phones of Gaza residents were the chief locus of the IDF’s cellular strategy. The IDF employed varying degrees 
of electronic signal jamming throughout the incursion in order to stop Palestinian fighters from communicating 
with each other or detonating roadside bombs 
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Finally, cyber activity shapes the way the conflict is presented and interpreted. In a similar vein to the case of 
Sahara Reporters, the case of the Freedom Flotilla illustrated how, through new media, ‘the conflict is 
rearticulated, reframed, reinforced, and resisted’. Despite Israeli navy efforts to jam the communications of the 
Flotilla, it was a ‘digital journey’ with constant tweeting, blogging, webcasting with live cameras, and reporting 
which informed the mainstream global media. 
Session 3 
Engaging new audiences, contesting old power 
Amy Saunderson-Meyer (Freedom Fone), “Resisting the repression of media freedom in Zimbabwe”
Harri Englund (University of Cambridge), “Rethinking audience engagement: lessons from old media”   
Dombo Sylvester (University of Zimbabwe), “Alternative or subversive? ‘Pirate’ Radio Stations and the Opening 
of Spaces of Freedom and Alternative Politics in Zimbabwe, 2000-2010”
Focusing on the so-called old media of radio in Africa, Harri Englund illustrated the need for greater attention to 
be given to the listening audience. When human rights activists or media critics assess the “progressive” or 
“democratic” values exuded by a collection of people constituting the public, their expectations are too heavily 
informed by ideal types. Such an approach means activities reflecting progressive values in a more subtle, 
although equally valid, way are often over-looked. 
This was illustrated through his ethnographic work on the popular radio programme, Nkhani za m’maboma (News 
from Districts) by the Malawi Broadcasting Corporation. It broadcasts news stories sent in by the public that are 
an alternative to the contents of the official news bulletin. The stories show how the high levels of censorship, 
ruling party bias, and uncritical broadcast sit alongside the development of a critical audience and demands for 
participation and engagement. Additionally, Englund suggested the standard practices human rights activists 
promote to hold authorities to account may not be as effective as the stories that “deploy a wider range of 
discursive registers, including humour, idiomatic expressions, and proverbs.” These reflections on old media hold 
valuable insights into how we think about new media, particularly the need to appreciate different genres and 
languages it can take (something Wasserman picked up on as well).  
Dombo Sylvester’s paper explored the role that “pirate” radio stations are playing in countering the oppressive 
state regime in Zimbabwe. In the same way that Mugabe used the power of radio to challenge colonial powers, 
there are stations broadcasting from abroad providing new voices and reaching new rural audiences. Since their 
formations, these radio stations such as Radio Voice of the People, Studio 7, and SWRA have been critical of the 
government. They highlight the human rights violations by the state, rigging of elections and the general collapse 
of the economy under ZANU PF. 
The ‘pirate’ radio stations that operate in Zimbabwe have decided to go a step further in involving the general 
populace in making the news. This is remarkably different from what the state media does since people are 
invited to comment only on social news. Programmes like ‘call back’ for SWRA and ‘live talk’ for Studio 7 invite 
listeners to either send their phone numbers through e-mails for those mainly in towns and through text 
messages or listeners dial a local number in Zimbabwe and receive a call back to talk on the shows. In the 
domestic context, higher access to mobile phones has meant harnessing basic mobile phone capacities like SMS 
is the most effective medium for engaging new audiences. But pirate radio stations’ use of the internet has been 
important in mediating Zimbabwean politics and crises to global audiences.   
Although these pirate radio stations broadcast from the national borders, the state has made efforts to close 
these alternative public spheres by jamming transmissions, arresting reporters, and even confiscating radios. 
Sylvester portrayed the attitude of the Government of National Unity towards the concept of public sphere 
liberation epitomised by the activities of pirate radio stations as two-fold. On the one hand, Mugabe and 
Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic Front (ZANU PF) view them as subversive forces, as instruments to 
effect ‘regime change.’ In contrast, the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) and many pro-democracy 
groups, see these stations as offering an alternative voice in a country where information has largely been 
censored by the state. 
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Remaining in the Zimbabwean context, Amy Saunderson-Meyers’ presentation on the work of Kubatana, a 
platform using both new and old tools, from blogs, to print, to the celebrated technology Freedom Fone (a free 
open source software that uses Interactive Voice Response to provide information, news, and advice to 
individuals through mobile phones), gave a frontline account of the struggle between the capacities of 
contemporary medias for constructing a freer and more diverse public sphere, and a state power that feels 
threatened by this. She highlighted the issue of infrastructure and access that restricts the effects of new media 
in poverty-stricken regions where mobile tariffs remain high and still only half the population has access to mobile 
phones. 
Additionally. where state officials have not closed down the activities of organisations like Kubatana, the perennial 
threat of unlawful imprisonment that comes with living in an authoritarian state puts tight restrictions on using new 
medias to their full “liberalising” potential. 
Session 4 
New media and global designs on local politics 
Firoze Manji (Pambazuka News), “All that glistens is not always gold: Experiences of new media technologies in 
Africa”
Michael Keating (University of Massachusetts, Boston), “Wiring the 2011 Liberian Presidential Elections: New 
opportunities of international collaboration in media practice”
Peter Brett (School of Oriental and African Studies), “Media (new and old) and the transnational governance of 
African public spheres”
Firoze Manji contextualised the debates and discussions around new ICTs by describing the Pan-African post-
independence political movements. He argued that contemporary times had seen a reinvigoration of the rise in 
political movements and activity with new technologies playing a key role in providing platforms to “legitimise 
voices from the ground level.” He also emphasised that new means do not provide a pre-determined force, but 
an opportunity for progress that has to be effectively steered.  
Michael Keating presented his collaborative project to monitor and upgrade the election related coverage of the 
upcoming Liberian presidential elections. It aims to not only assist the Monrovia based media to expand their 
presence outside the capital to rural audiences that are inadequately catered for, provide rural citizens an 
opportunity to express themselves on national media through infrastructure encouraging greater interactivity, and 
to make all coverage accessible to global audiences through a dedicated website. The research opportunity will 
be to understand the effects of the project constructed “new look” media and how it affects national and 
international audiences around the Liberian elections next year.     
Peter Brett discussed the strategies donor governments have adopted in their support of ICTs across the 
developing world. Their claims to promote such technologies for “democratisation” obscure a narrower set of 
objects including ‘more transparent and accessible modes of governance and service delivery, the monitoring of 
elections, and the tracking of human rights abuses.’ 
In the same way that late colonial governments and emerging national governments grappled with harnessing 
“new” (old) medias, we have seen contemporary donors promote particular ends not best branded, as they are 
usually, as ‘democracy’ per se. ‘Rather, they generally betray a specific minimalist vision of how democratic ideas 
should be applied to African politics.’ For example, donors have been reluctant to incorporate citizen journalism 
into their practices because it does not fit the blueprint of the liberal strands of democracy they promote. This, 
despite the fact that practices like blogging ‘represent concrete democratisation of the public in public opinion’. 
One reason for this is that donor states like Britain and the USA have increasingly realised that new ICTs which 
undermine authoritarian regimes are not by default complementary to the construction of unconsolidated 
democracies in aid dependent African states. 
There is a tendency through donor governments to promote new media towards procedural, rather than 
deliberative democratic forms, which Brett argues, may ‘detract from ICTs’ potential to facilitate the creative 
domestication of Western democratic norms’. 
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Session 5 
Political agency and networked publics 
Okoth Fred Mudhai (University of Coventry), “African Civil Society Challenge of Ruling Elite via New Media”
Alexandra Dunn (University of Oslo), “Public as Politician? Improvised hierarchies of participatory influence in the 
April 6th Youth Movement Facebook Group”
Mudhai’s study explores the democratising impact of new ICTs from the perspective of the civil society 
organisations that use them. The presentation drew on his empirical enquiries on developments in Kenya and 
Zambia over the past ten years as well as recent engagement in a collaborative project ahead of the 2011 
Nigerian presidential election. By analysing the perceptions of the political actors that have been using ICTs in 
the realm of “democratisation”, the study moves away from an overly deterministic approach that favours 
‘technological slants’ to new media in the developing world. 
The central argument derived from his fieldwork is that civil society organisations in selected African countries 
conceive of ICTs as presenting them with significant opportunities for achieving their goals. In this sense it is in 
line with the ‘democratisation through new media’ thesis. But the study demands greater appreciation of the 
particular catalysing and amplification effects of new media; namely, civil society organisations’ capacity to 
exercise soft power and to challenge the discourse of the state apparatus. Contemporary literature too often 
conceptualises new ICTs as radical agents of change instead of appreciating their attributes as the more 
nuanced ‘trend-amplifiers’. 
Dunn’s quantitative study of the April 6th Youth Movement Facebook group gave a rich insight into the dynamics 
between “online, offline” political activism. Whether and how digital activism translates into real political activism 
remains a contentious issue. The single, open political Facebook group is a case where the online offline hiatus 
has been crossed with large numbers of individuals being mobilized out onto the streets into collective action. 
The study contests the view that social networking sites do not allow organizational hierarchies to exist and, as a 
corollary, that there are no obvious points of control or exertion of influence necessary for political mobilisation in 
the real world. Dunn argues in the April 6th group, informal hierarchies do emerge through individuals taking on 
the role of opinion leaders ‘that gather information in the vast online environment and repost this information via 
hyperlink for all members of a self-selecting group to view… thereby setting a media agenda for the group.’ This 
creates a stratified group in a superficially non-hierarchical group. 
Furthermore, the informal hierarchy that emerges on social networking sites provides fluidity allowing for new 
(opinion) leaders to take the place of others when there may be days of high offline activity. It allows for groups 
like the April 6th Youth Movement to continue even if figures of influence are arrested by state authorities. Dunn’s 
study views Facebook groups as stand-alone political organizations that can be used as the central platform to 
host large, decision-making organizations. Their amorphous capacities seem to provide politically active citizens 
in repressive political environments an alternative to the traditional channels of the public sphere. Though the 
development of online political groups ‘cannot radically change the traditional political sphere without an 
accompanying push to act from within it, these types of organizations do offer an avenue to press for reform.’ 
Session 6 
Researching New Media 
Paolo d’Urbano, “Ikhwanweb as a Digital Archive”
Fanar Haddad, “An Undiscovered Archive? Online Video Sharing, Alternative Narratives and the Documentation 
of History”
Paolo d’Urbano’s presentation proposed that to answer certain questions plaguing our understanding of new 
media there must be a shift in theoretical focus. When considering how certain websites become a political 
threat, such as the Muslim Brotherhood’s “Ikhwanweb” became to the Egyptian state authorities, we must shift 
our focus from the communication of meanings to the storage of information or archives. 
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Contemporary literature tends to focus on media’s discursive dimension, how information is communicated. 
Whilst this theoretical framework is valid, it doesn’t illuminate the power relations that explain when and why an 
organization’s website (or any media outlet) is subject to the repressive powers of a state. By re-conceptualising 
media and websites as storage devices able to record and process information, to ‘determine what can in fact 
become a discourse,’ the power dynamics around media can be more effectively drawn. 
A website such as Ikhwanweb has enabled and been viewed by the state to enable the Muslim Brotherhood to 
challenge official narration by the Egyptian regime. It can do so not just due to the power of communication, ‘but 
rather – and most importantly – because of Ikhwanweb’s capacity to record statements, events and documents’. 
It has provided the Muslim Brotherhood with a space for self-representation and articulation of an alternative 
political discourse. The website’s capacity as a digital archive provides an alternative theoretical framework in 
which to assess and appreciate the emancipatory power of new media and why states deem them a political 
threat. 
Fanar Haddad suggested that online video sharing tools, such as YouTube, LiveLeak and The Jihad Archive, 
offer alternative on-the-ground narratives to be voiced and glimpses into otherwise unseen aspects of social 
relations. Looking at Iraqi society after 2003, snapshots of civilian life emerge in online video sharing and provide 
at tool for understanding the local conflicts and social relations that are often muted or disappear in the greater 
conflict narratives of Sunni/Shia tensions and the foreign intervention.  
Such ‘voices from below’ have always existed, but YouTube provides a podium for muted forms of expression, 
especially from the politically marginalised and the working class. Moreover, these media offer an opportunity for 
constant social recreation and re-enactment. Groups and organisations can construct a range of identities and 
positions, possibly contradictory ones. 
Although providing a rich resource of information, video sharing poses significant research challenges. Haddad 
highlighted that contextualisation is difficult, because neither hit counts nor user profiles are reliable sources, and 
only IP addresses provide geographical data. Authenticity is another issue, as the content is easily manipulated 
to fit specific narratives and often passes many steps from mobile phone to the internet. Such problems also call 
for reflection on the assumed representative validity of video sources over text. 
YouTube is a site of political struggle and power with characteristics similar to those of the archive. Yet, it has no 
curator and so lacks preservation and categorisation of content, which would enable more extensive and deeper 
research. Nevertheless, Haddad argued, the value of such channels of expression needs to be acknowledged 
and legitimised as a valuable and valid academic tool. 
Finally, Wassermann commented that YouTube sharing and responding makes the offline/online distinction too 
rigid. Rather, we should think of new technologies as an environment or a space and how online and offline are 
integrated. This allows for greater research fluidity needed to accommodate the concurrence of an event 
happening and being shared. 
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